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This deluxe kit also features a customizable wood model from Disney’s Finding Dory. Build and color your own 3D Dory model! Disney’s
classic film Finding Nemo introduced Dory, the friendly-yet-forgetful blue fish that helped reunite Marlin with his son. Now fans of the film can
build a freestanding wood model of Dory. Each kit comes with craft ideas for the model, inviting readers to decorate multiple models any way
they want. Includes: -Laser-cut, FSC-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces -Step-by-step instructions -Coloring and crafting
ideas and a Dory booklet Skill Level: Advanced © 2016 Disney/Pixar
Bring Mari the Monkey to life and learn all about her world in the wildlife rescue center Carter Station in this IncrediBuilds Jr. book and model
set! Mari the Monkey knows everything there is to know about the Carter Station Wildlife Center, and she always makes everyone feel
welcome. But, it wasn’t always that way. Once a tiny orphan in Costa Rica, she had to learn to stand up for herself and discover that family
can be found in all sorts of unexpected places. Not only does this storybook feature stunning, original illustrations, but it also includes a
simple wood animal to build and customize, as well as a fold-out playscape to stage and photograph Mari! Encouraging creative play and
wildlife conservation, these books are perfect for an engaging and interactive story time.
Kids can build their own customizable Niffler with this thrilling hardcover book and 3D wood model set from IncrediBuilds. This Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them–themed wood model set brings the world of the upcoming film to life. Filled with incredible illustrations and
unit photography, the booklet provides fascinating behind-the-scenes facts about the film and the creatures from the Warner Bros. archive
and includes a do-it-yourself 3D wood model of the Niffler, one of the many magical creatures seen in the film. Skill Level: Intermediate
The Art of Missing Link is a lushly illustrated volume that goes behind the scenes of LAIKA’s new stop-motion adventure. The charismatic Sir
Lionel Frost (voiced by Hugh Jackman) considers himself to be the world’s foremost investigator of myths and monsters. The trouble is none
of his small-minded high-society peers seems to recognize this. Sir Lionel’s last chance for acceptance by the adventuring elite rests on
traveling to America’s Pacific Northwest to prove the existence of a legendary creature. A living remnant of Man’s primitive ancestry. The
Missing Link. Zach Galifianakis voices Mr. Link: the surprisingly smart, funny and soulful beast upon whom Sir Lionel’s dreams depend. As
species go, he’s as endangered as they get; he’s the last of his kind, and he’s lonely. Proposing a daring quest to seek out his rumored
distant relatives, he enlists Sir Lionel’s help in an odyssey around the world to find the fabled valley of Shangri-La. Together with Adelina
Fortnight (voiced by Zoe Saldana), an independent and resourceful adventurer who possesses the only known map to the group’s secret
destination, the unlikely trio embarks on a riotous rollercoaster of a ride. Along the way, our fearless explorers encounter more than their fair
share of peril, stalked at every turn by dastardly villains seeking to thwart their mission. Through it all, Mr. Link’s disarming charm and good-
humored conviction provide the emotional and comedic foundation of this fun-filled family film. From LAIKA, the animation studio behind the
Academy Award–nominated Kubo and the Two Strings, Missing Link is a stunning stop-motion epic and raucous comedy. Featuring concept
art from the film’s creation—including sketches, storyboards, character designs, and much more—and illuminated by in-depth interviews with
the film’s creative team, The Art of Missing Link is a must-have companion to the film.
Build your own U.S.S. Enterprise with this IncrediBuilds™: Star Trek model kit, featuring a full-color book with facts and trivia on one of the
most iconic starships in history. Get ready to boldly go where no one has gone before with this exciting Star Trek wood model set. The deluxe
32-page hardcover book is packed with information on the U.S.S. Enterprise, from its basic capabilities to its pivotal role in the Star Trek
universe. Complete with stunning imagery and behind-the-scenes content, this book and model set is a must have for any Star Trek fan. The
wood model is easy to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic, displayable 3D version of the Enterprise that fans will love. Includes:
- Laser-cut, FSC®-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces - Step-by-step instructions - Coloring and crafting ideas - A U.S.S.
Enterprise book Skill Level: Intermediate
"Story by Dayton Ward, James Swallo, and David Mack. Based on Star Trek and Star Trek: the next generation created by Gene
Roddenberry. Star Trek: Deep space nine created by Rick Berman & Michael Piller. Star Trek: Voyager created by Rick Berman & Michael
Piller & Jeri Taylor."
Over 25 official crafting activities inspired by the Harry Potter films. Filled with imaginative projects, this official book of craft activities
channels the magic of the Wizarding World into your home. Featuring over 25 crafts covering a range of skill levels, Crafting Wizardry
includes clear, step-by-step, illustrated instructions so that the whole family can share in the magic. Inside you’ll learn how to craft your very
own wand, decorate your home to showcase your Hogwarts house pride, create your own pop-ups, and so much more. Sprinkled with fun
facts and behind-the-scenes insights, this book also features film stills, original concept art, and blueprints from the making of the Harry Potter
films to take you deeper into the Wizarding World and further inspire your creativity. So get ready, it’s time for some crafting wizardry!
Build and color your own 3D great white shark! With seven layers of teeth and large, strong bodies, few fish are more awesome to behold
than the mighty shark—from a safe distance, of course! Now, with this exciting IncrediBuildsTM wood model set, both kids and adults can
explore their creativity and create a unique, displayable great white shark. No glue or tools needed! Includes: Laser-cut, FSC-certified wood
sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces Step-by-step instructions Coloring and crafting ideas Skill Level: Easy
To coincide with the 50th anniversary of the original Star Trek TV series, CBS Consumer Products have commissioned a series of art pieces
to celebrate moments, characters, storylines and episodes from the franchise. Artists from around the world as well as famous fans have
contributed lovingly made posters, photos, sculptures, comic strips, textiles and much more to commemorate this beloved show. Foreword by
Nicholas Meyer.
Skill Level: Advanced
This deluxe model and book set comes with everything needed to build a 3D wood model of Po as well as an exciting
guidebook to the world of Kung Fu Panda. A world of kung fu legends, from the Furious Five to the Dragon Warrior
himself! Build a wood model of Po while exploring all there is to know about the world of Kung Fu Panda. This epic book
provides a guided tour on everything from the Jade Palace to the kung fu masters of legend, including stats on the
Furious Five and Master Shifu. Fun and engaging, IncrediBuilds: DreamWorks: Kung Fu Panda includes everything you
need to build a model of the Dragon Warrior himself! Skill Level: Intermediate Kung Fu Panda © 2016 DreamWorks
Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.
2020 IBPA Awards Winner! Discover the world of Star Wars’ Jedi through this fun and fully interactive reading
experience. Join Jedi Master Luke Skywalker on a fully interactive journey into the world of the Jedi. Discover the storied
history of this noble order of peacekeepers; explore the secrets of the Force; study the art of mastering the lightsaber;
and learn about the lives of some of the most revered Jedi of all time, including Yoda, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Anakin
Skywalker. Featuring amazing original illustrations and unique special features—including a pop-up holocron, a translator
card, a Jedi equipment booklet, pullouts, and more—this book is the ultimate exploration of the Jedi and their incredible
impact on the galaxy.
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IncrediBuilds: Star Trek: U.S.S. Enterprise Book and 3D Wood ModelIncredibuilds
An original novel based upon the explosive new Star Trek TV series on CBS All Access! It is 2246, ten years prior to the
Battle at the Binary Stars, and an aggressive contagion is ravaging the food supplies of the remote Federation colony
Tarsus IV and the eight thousand people who call it home. Distress signals have been sent, but any meaningful
assistance is weeks away. Lieutenant Commander Gabriel Lorca and a small team assigned to a Starfleet monitoring
outpost are caught up in the escalating crisis, and bear witness as the colony’s governor, Adrian Kodos, employs an
unimaginable solution in order to prevent mass starvation. While awaiting transfer to her next assignment, Commander
Philippa Georgiou is tasked with leading to Tarsus IV a small, hastily assembled group of first responders. It’s hoped this
advance party can help stabilize the situation until more aid arrives, but Georgiou and her team discover that they‘re too
late—Governor Kodos has already implemented his heinous strategy for extending the colony’s besieged food stores and
safeguarding the community’s long-term survival. In the midst of their rescue mission, Georgiou and Lorca must now
hunt for the architect of this horrific tragedy and the man whom history will one day brand “Kodos the Executioner”….
With the Federation border in sight, a villain revealed will subject Kirk and the crew of the Enterprise to their most
dangerous challenge yet--where everything comes to a head in a battle for the fate of the five-year mission!
Build your own TIE Fighter with this IncrediBuilds: Star Wars model kit, featuring a full-color booklet filled with fascinating
facts and trivia and awesome imagery of the craft in action. Build and color your own 3D TIE Fighter model! This exciting
Star Wars model set brings to life one of the Galactic Empire’s deadliest weapons: the TIE Fighter. The booklet includes
everything you need to know about the TIE Fighter, from basic flight and weapons capabilities to pilot training, notable
battles, and the wide variety of TIE Fighter models, such as the TIE Interceptor and TIE Bomber. The wooden model is
easy to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic, displayable 3D version of this fan-favorite Star Wars spacecraft.
Includes: -Laser-cut, FSC-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces -Step-by-step instructions -Coloring and
crafting ideas and a TIE Fighter booklet Skill Level: Advanced
In unabashed celebration of Captain James T. Kirk’s singular fighting skills, Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual is every Starfleet
cadet's must-have training guide for surviving the final frontier. As captain of the legendary U.S.S. Enterprise, James T.
Kirk engaged in his share of fisticuffs, besting opponents with a slick combination of moves and guile that remains
unmatched. Is there anyone you’d rather have watching your back as you take on Klingons, alien gladiators, genetically
engineered supermen, and even the occasional giant walking reptile? Kirk Fu is a series of unarmed combat techniques
developed by one of Starfleet’s most celebrated starship captains over several years of encounters with alien species on
any number of strange new worlds. A blend of various fighting styles, Kirk Fu incorporates elements of several Earth-
based martial arts forms as well as cruder methods employed in bars and back alleys on planets throughout the galaxy. It
is as unorthodox in practice as it is unbelievable to behold. Including excerpts from Kirk’s own notes and personal logs,
the Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual is the perfect training guide for surviving the depths of space. With proper training and
practice, every Starfleet cadet can become one with Kirk Fu.
Build and color a 3D butterfly! The undeniable beauty of butterflies has captured the hearts and minds of people
throughout history, inspiring great artwork, poetry, and more. Now, with this beautiful IncrediBuildsTM wood model set,
both kids and adults can explore their creativity and create a unique, displayable butterfly. No glue or tools needed!
Includes: Laser-cut, FSC-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces Step-by-step instructions Coloring and
crafting ideas Skill Level: Easy
Build and customize your own 3D model of the Hogwarts Express with this deluxe model set featuring a full-color booklet of behind-
the-scenes facts from the beloved Harry Potter films. Build your own Hogwarts Express! In the Harry Potter films, young witches
and wizards travel to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry via the Hogwarts Express—a magical train which leaves from
Platform 9 ¾ in London. Now the famous train is yours to build and customize with this deluxe model set, accompanied by a
16-page booklet featuring concept art, unit photography, and other imagery from the films. The booklet is packed with interesting
behind-the-scenes details, including notes from the filmmakers, cast commentary, and snapshots of key moments featuring the
train. The wood model is easy to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic displayable version of the Hogwarts Express
that fans can color and craft any way they want! Includes: - Laser-cut, FSC®-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces -
Step-by-step instructions - Coloring and crafting ideas and a Hogwarts Express booklet
The exciting follow-up to 2020 IBPA award winner Star Wars: The Secrets of the Jedi. If you only knew the power of the dark side!
Discover the ways of the Sith in this thrilling, informative, and fully illustrated children’s book. Join Emperor Palpatine, otherwise
known as Darth Sidious, in this exploration of the Sith and the evil allies of the dark side. Star Wars: The Secrets of the Sith will
thrill young fans with dark-side knowledge, incredible artwork, and interactive features, such as pop-ups, booklets, and lift-the-flap
inserts. • Experience the power of the dark side: Narrated by Emperor Palpatine, this book will give young readers insight into the
might of the dark side. • Learn about some of the greatest Star Wars dark-side villains: Spanning films, television shows, books,
comics, and video games, Star Wars: The Secrets of the Sith chronicles some of the dark side’s most infamous practitioners,
including Darth Maul, Count Dooku, Asajj Ventress, Darth Vader, the Grand Inquisitor, and Kylo Ren. • Amazing original
illustrations: Star Wars: The Secrets of the Sith is a beautifully illustrated children’s book that readers will want to revisit time and
again. Including a frameable 11? x 17? poster of the cover art, this book is a great gift for Star Wars fans. • Full of exciting
interactive features: Pop-ups, booklets, and lift-the-flap inserts will thrill young fans, making for an engaging experience while
delving into stories about the Sith. • The perfect addition to any Star Wars library: This beautifully bound hardcover book is a must-
have for any young fan’s collection.
Build your own X-Wing fighter with this IncrediBuilds: Star Wars model kit, featuring a full-color booklet filled with amazing facts
and awesome imagery of the iconic rebel ship in action. Build and color your own 3D X-Wing model and learn all about the classic
Star Wars spacecraft in this deluxe IncrediBuilds book set. Discover this exciting new Star Wars–themed book and wooden model
that bring to life one of the Rebel Alliance's most versatile ships: the X-Wing fighter. The full-color, hardcover book includes
everything you need to know about the X-Wing, from basic flight and weapons capabilities through to notable pilots, famous
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battles, and amazing behind-the-scenes secrets. The wooden model is easy to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic,
displayable 3D version of this fan favorite Star Wars spacecraft. Includes: -Laser-cut, FSC-certified wood sheet with easy-to-
assemble pieces -Step-by-step instructions -Coloring and crafting ideas -A X-Wing guidebook, Inside the Galaxy's Most Versatile
Starfighter Skill Level: Advanced
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: Voyager, from the New York Times bestselling author! As the Federation
Starship Voyager continues to lead the Full Circle Fleet in its exploration of the Delta Quadrant, Admiral Kathryn Janeway remains
concerned about the Krenim Imperium and its ability to rewrite time to suit its whims. At Captain Chakotay's suggestion, however,
she orders the fleet to focus its attention on a unique planet in a binary system, where a new element has been discovered.
Several biospheres exist on this otherwise uninhabitable world, each containing different atmospheres and features that argue
other sentient beings once resided on the surface. Janeway hopes that digging into an old-fashioned scientific mystery will lift the
crews' morale, but she soon realizes that the secrets buried on this world may be part of a much larger puzzle—one that points to
the existence of a species whose power to reshape the galaxy might dwarf that of the Krenim. Meanwhile, Lieutenants Nancy
Conlon and Harry Kim continue to struggle with the choices related to Conlon’s degenerative condition. Full Circle’s medical staff
discovers a potential solution, but complications will force a fellow officer to confront her people’s troubled past and her own future
in ways she never imagined… ™, ®, & © 2018 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS
Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Everyone can build their own customizable T. rex with this 3D wood model kit from IncrediBuilds. From The Good Dinosaur to
Jurassic World, these prehistoric animals never fail to capture our hearts and imaginations. Both kids and adults can use this
exciting new installment in the IncrediBuilds series to explore their creativity and create unique displayable art. No glue or tools
needed!
Go behind the scenes with this miniature guide to the spells and charms of the wizarding world, as seen in the beloved Harry
Potter films. From Expelliarmus to Expecto Patronum to the three Unforgivable Curses, Harry Potter: Mini Book of Spells and
Charms explores the off-screen magic that brought the on-screen incantations of the wizarding world to life. Part of a continuing
line of palm-size Harry Potter art books, this newest miniature book allows fans to dig deeper into the magic of Harry Potter
through concept illustrations, unit photography, and production notes on spells featured in the films.
Build and color a 3D Eiffel Tower! One of the most recognizable buildings in the world, the Eiffel Tower has long been a source of
endless fascination. This IncrediBuildsTM model set features a do-it-yourself, customizable replica of the Eiffel Tower perfect for
anyone interested in design, architecture, and—of course—Paris. No glue or tools needed! Includes: Laser-cut, FSC-certified wood
sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces Step-by-step instructions Coloring and crafting ideas Skill Level: Advanced
Build your own Death Star with this IncrediBuilds: Star Wars model set, featuring a full-color booklet with facts and trivia on the
infamous space station! Build and color your own 3D model of the Death Star! The Empire’s deadliest weapon takes center stage
in this exciting Star Wars wood model set. The booklet is packed with information on the Death Star—from its destructive
capabilities to the history of its creation—and filled with amazing imagery from the Star Wars films, including Rogue One: A Star
Wars Story. The wood model is easy to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic, displayable 3D version of the Death Star
that fans will love. Includes: -Laser-cut, FSC®-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces -Step-by-step instructions
-Coloring and crafting ideas and a Death Star booklet Skill Level: Advanced
This beautifully illustrated book revisits the classic film The Iron Giant, with unprecedented access to rarely seen development art
and storyboards from the Warner Bros. archives. Director Brad Bird's (The Incredibles, Ratatouille) acclaimed film The Iron Giant
is considered by both fans, critics, and animation historians to be one of the best hand-drawn animated features of the past fifty
years. Now, in conjunction with a special theatrical re-release, this beautifully illustrated book revisits the classic, with
unprecedented access to rarely seen development art and storyboards from the Warner Bros. archives. Offering interviews with
Bird and his team of artists, this handsome volume also includes exclusive art from the newly restored scenes featured in the 2016
Blu-ray.
An insider’s look at the beloved house-elves of the Harry Potter films, complete with a do-it-yourself 3D wood model of
Dobby! Loyal and devoted to the wizards and witches they serve, house-elves are some of the most beloved magical
beings of the wizarding world. With a special focus on Harry Potter’s friend Dobby, this 32-page booklet provides a
thrilling behind-the-scenes look at how house-elves were brought to life for the Harry Potter films, from early designs to
filmmaking secrets. Build your own Dobby with the included do-it-yourself wood model and embark on a unique and
interactive journey through the world of Harry Potter. Skill Level: Easy
From DreamWorks, the studio behind 'Shrek' and 'Madagascar', comes 'Home', a fun twist on the alien invasion story.
Starring a friendly alien and a teenage girl, 'Home' follows this unlikely pair on a globe-trotting adventure to save the
world from a different race of invading aliens. This book reveals the secrets and inspiration which have inspired the film's
creation.
This deluxe kit comes with everything needed to build the iconic Iron Man helmet from Marvel’s Cinematic Universe.
Build and color your own 3D Iron Man model! Wounded, captured, and forced to build a weapon by his enemies,
billionaire industrialist Tony Stark instead created an advanced suit of armor to save his life and escape captivity. Now
with a new outlook on life, Tony uses his resources and intelligence to make the world a safer, better place as Iron Man.
Now fans can create a wood model of Tony Stark’s Iron Man armor with this deluxe model set. Fun and interactive,
IncrediBuilds: Marvel’s Captain America: Civil War: Iron Man 3D Wood Model is the perfect gift for fans of the films.
Includes: -Laser-cut, FSC-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces -Step-by-step instructions -Coloring and
crafting ideas and a booklet Skill Level: Expert © 2016 Marvel
Join the hunt for answers with this collectible Supernatural tarot deck and guidebook, featuring Sam and Dean
Winchester, their friends, their enemies, and all the angels, demons, ghosts, and monsters of the hit TV series. The long-
running television series Supernatural is now an illustrated tarot deck! Featuring original artwork inspired by classic tarot
iconography, the 78-card deck includes all your favorite characters from Sam and Dean to Bobby Singer to Castiel to
Crowley. The deck also comes with a helpful guidebook explaining the meaning of each card as well as a few simple
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spreads for easy readings. It’s the perfect gift for Supernatural fans and tarot enthusiasts alike!
This deluxe kit comes with everything needed to build a 3D wood model based of the hidden blade from the Assassin’s
Creed film. A saga that spans millennia, Assassin’s Creed tells the story of the eternal struggle between the Assassins
and Templar. This deluxe kit includes a 3D hidden blade wood model that fans can build and customize. Fun and
interactive, this exciting model set is the perfect gift for fans everywhere.
Build your own TIE Fighter with this IncrediBuilds: Star Wars model kit, featuring a full-color booklet filled with fascinating
facts and trivia and awesome imagery of the craft in action. Build and color your own 3D TIE Fighter model and learn all
about the classic Star Wars spacecraft in this deluxe IncrediBuildsTM book set. This exciting Star Wars book and
wooden model bring to life one of the Galactic Empire’s deadliest weapons: the TIE Fighter. The full-color, hardcover
book includes everything you need to know about the TIE Fighter, from basic flight and weapons capabilities to pilot
training, notable battles, and the wide variety of TIE Fighter models, such as the TIE Interceptor and TIE Bomber. The
wooden model is easy to assemble and snaps together to form a dynamic, displayable 3D version of this fan-favorite Star
Wars spacecraft. Includes: -Laser-cut, FSC-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces -Step-by-step instructions
-Coloring and crafting ideas -A TIE Fighter guidebook, Inside the Empire's Winged Menace Skill Level: Advanced
"The ultimate Friends fan needs this 'Friends: The Official Cookbook' " - POPSUGAR Gather your friends and prepare to
say “How you doin'?” to more than 100 recipes inspired by the beloved hit sitcom. Whether you’re a seasoned chef like
Monica Geller, just starting a catering business like Phoebe Buffay, or a regular old food enthusiast like Joey Tribbiani,
Friends: The Official Cookbook offers a variety of recipes for chefs of all levels. From appetizers to main courses and
from drinks to desserts, each chapter includes iconic treats such as Monica's Friendsgiving Feast, Rachel's Trifle, Just for
Joey Fries, Chandler's "Milk You Can Chew," Phoebe's Grandmother's Cookies, and of course, The Moist Maker.
Complete with more than seventy recipes and beautiful full-color photography, this charming cookbook is both a helpful
companion for home cooks and a fun homage to the show that’s always been there for you.
An all-new Star Trek movie-era adventure featuring James T. Kirk! Investigating the massacre of a telepathic minority,
Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise confront a terrifying new threat: faceless, armored hunters
whose extradimensional technology makes them seemingly unstoppable. Kirk must team with the powerful telepath
Miranda Jones and the enigmatic Medusans to take on these merciless killers in an epic battle that will reveal the true
faces of both enemy and ally!
With this 3-book collection of American Girl Baking, American Girl Cooking, and American Girl Parties, learn how to whip
up tasty treats for movie nights, picnics, fiestas, family dinners, and more! Filled with delicious snacks, main dishes, and
desserts, you’ll be on your way to becoming the best chef in town. A perfect cookbook set for the emerging chef (and
American Girl fan) in your family. From tasty and nutritious snacks, soups, salads, main dishes, to desserts such as
cakes, cupcakes, and cookies, the more than 120 recipes inspire chefs to make yummy treats for friends and family. This
set not only helps young chefs and bakers develop their culinary skills with simple instructions, full-color photography,
and guides to mastering basic kitchen skills, but creates experiences to last a lifetime. Guides to throwing parties, with
eight different party themes included, keeps kids engaged from kitchen to table.
"The Art of Puss in Boots" tells the story of DreamWorks Animation's newest feature about one of the most beloved characters of
the Shrek Universe. A prequel to the "Shrek" stories, "Puss in Boots"tells the hilarious and courageous (daring, bold, brave) tale of
Puss' (Antonio Banderas) early adventures as he teams with mastermind Humpty Dumpty (Zach Galifianakis) and the street-savvy
Kitty (Salma Hayek) to steal the famed Goose that lays the Golden Eggs." Full of incredible concept art and a look at the
development of the story, "The Art of Puss in Boots" takes readers behind the scenes of the award-winning DreamWorks
Animation studio, that has produced such blockbusters as "Kung Fu Panda," "How to Tame Your Dragon," and the "Shrek" series.
To boldly expand your Star Trek horizons. Re-engage! The new edition of The Star Trek Book takes readers even further into one
of the greatest science fiction universes ever created. This unique, insightful, and comprehensive examination of an enduring,
much loved franchise features every era of Star Trek in one volume, from the pioneering 1960s TV series to the latest movies and
streaming shows, including Star Trek: Beyond, Star Trek: Discovery, Star Trek: Picard, and Star Trek: Short Trek. Written by Star
Trek experts, this ebook includes stunning film and TV stills, illuminating infographics, and incisive, specially curated essays that
unlock the mysteries of the ever-expanding Star Trek Universe. From new and legendary heroes such as James T. Kirk, Jean-Luc
Picard, and Michael Burnham to iconic villains like Khan, Q, and the Borg, to fascinating alien species like the Vulcans, Klingons,
and Ferengi, this ebook explores the central characters, technology, civilizations, and events that have shaped the complex, epic
story of Star Trek. Resistance is futile. This is the (star) trek of a lifetime you don't want to miss! TM & © 2020 CBS Studios Inc. ©
2020 Paramount Pictures Corp. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
Customize your very own Sparrow with this replica model kit, matching your favorite color and style options from within the Destiny
universe. In a universe filled with the Hive, Fallen, Vex, and Cabal, few vehicles can outmaneuver enemies like the Sparrow.
Capable of high speeds and tight cornering, the land-based vehicle is personalized to each Guardian and stored in their jumpship.
Customize your very own Sparrow with this replica model kit, matching your favorite color and style options from within in the
Destiny universe. Skill Level: Expert
Build and color your own 3D Eiffel Tower and learn all about Paris in this deluxe IncrediBuildsTM book and model set. One of the
most recognizable buildings in the world, the Eiffel Tower has long been a source of endless fascination. This deluxe
IncrediBuildsTM book and model set features a do-it-yourself, customizable replica of the Eiffel Tower perfect for anyone
interested in design, architecture, and—of course—Paris. A fresh take on this one-of-a-kind French landmark, this set also features a
full-color book featuring information on Parisian food, history, and culture. Filled with fun facts and customization ideas, this Eiffel
Tower book and model set is a great way to explore your creativity and create unique, displayable art. No glue or tools needed!
Includes: Laser-cut, FSC-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces Step-by-step instructions Coloring and crafting ideas
An Eiffel Tower guidebook, Exploring an International Landmark Skill Level: Advanced
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Over 90 inspirational and calming scenes to color. Open your child’s mind to new creative techniques with these removable pages
to color and calm the soul. With over 90 scenes on a diverse array of themes, kids will find endless entertainment through their
artwork, no matter the mood they are in. Get creative with over 90 scenes to color with crayons, markers, or colored pencils.
Promote early learning skills like hand-eye coordination and creativity. New Series! Collect all three inspirational coloring books for
kids!
Copyright: 89661da817391374661e64cac9e7db61
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